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Pensions at risk:  
the new challenges 
facing pension plans 
in canada  

The nature of pension risk has 
changed markedly during the  
years since we first launched the  
Risk Management Conference. 

And while investment-focused factors like equity markets, 
inflation and interest rates still top the list of challenges 
facing plan sponsors, there are a host of new risks and 
opportunities that have emerged over the last few years. 
That was the key takeaway from the event, held in Muskoka, 
Ontario, from August 12 to 14, 2015. 
 Plan sponsor panelists speaking at our Pensions at Risk 
panel confirmed that the nature of risk is evolving into new 
areas, including member-focused issues like the growing 
number of part-time workers, the aging population and low 
levels of understanding about the value of the DB pension 
promise. Together, this makes the job of many plan spon-
sors more complex and challenging. 
 On the investment side, the landscape is also shifting as 
investors seek to find new ways to construct their portfo-
lios. Keynote speaker Andrew Ang addressed the evolving 
smart beta space, where factors become drivers of returns 
over the long run. As investors look for new ways to break 
down and understand market returns, factor investing can 
provide a good basis for rethinking portfolio construction. 
 At the same time, keynote speaker Geert Rouwhen-
horst talked about how shifting commodities prices 
shouldn’t stop plan sponsors from using them as an 
inflation hedge. Drawing on historical data, he shows that, 
even through different market cycles, commodities are still 
the best way to hedge it. 
 We’ve included coverage of all the sessions in this 
booklet – we hope you find it helpful and useful. 
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Keynote speaker Andrew Ang is author of Asset 
Management: A Systematic Approach to Factor Investing. 

Building on the work done in his career and in his book, he 
lead a session on factor investing that touched on how risk 
factors have evolved and how they’re being used. During the 
conference, we asked Andrew a few questions about the nature 
of factor premiums and how best to exploit them.

how is Factor invEsting diFFErEnt From morE 

traditional valuE and small-cap tilts?

Factors are drivers of returns over the long run and investors 
holding those factors are rewarded with risk premiums. The 
traditional value and small cap tilts are just two examples of 
factor risk premiums. There’s good academic theory that the 
value and size premiums will, over the long run, outperform 
the market. But there are more than just size and value risk 
premiums. There’s a whole library of them, so why limit 
yourself to just those two?

how many arE thErE?

Cam Harvey at Duke has a paper that documents 300+ factors, 
but many of those I think are ephemeral, many of them are not 
investable and many of them don’t survive transaction costs.
 I think there are around five to 10 risk factors. I don’t 
want to put an exact number on them because it really 
depends on the type of investment. How often you can make 
decisions, for example. Your ability to trade. And some of them 
require varying amounts of skill to harvest.

you say that what mattErs is not assEt class 

laBEls But BundlEs oF ovErlapping risk Factors. 

how do you optimizE Factors?

They are two separate questions. First, what are the factors 
driving asset classes or individual securities? Assets are 
bundles of factor risks. Credit risk manifests in bonds, equities, 
structured credit, and derivatives. One of the problems that 
investors encountered in 2008-2009 was precisely that they 
didn’t take into account these factor risks properly and double-
counted many of these risks.
 Second, in answering how we optimally combine factors, 
we must ask what factor exposures are right for me? Then, 
given the factor exposures, how do I express those factor 
exposures in a menu of different asset classes, or funds, or 
investment vehicles? I am developing tools to help investors 
optimally combine these factors. Different types of factors are 
going to be appropriate for different types of investors.

 Ultimately, it depends on the type of investor you are. 
Not everyone can be a value investor. For every value investor, 
there has to be a growth investor. You should be a value 
investor if you go against the trend or can stomach the losses 
when value does badly—like during the financial crisis or the 
late 1990s. Not everyone can reap a volatility risk premium. 
For some people, it’s better to buy protection when volatile 
times come. For every person who sells volatility, there has to 
be a person on the other side.
 
whEn wE’rE talking aBout Factors, inEvitaBly 

thErE’s a timE horizon involvEd. how do wE match 

thE timE horizon ovEr which thE Factor ExprEssEs 

its outpErFormancE to invEstor risk tolErancE?

This is a general problem and it is valid beyond style risk 
factors. Even for plain-vanilla equities, people too often 
overestimate their risk tolerance during good times. They get 
scared and disinvest right after a crash—right at the wrong 
time. Equities, during the 2000s, had negative returns relative 
to bonds. You have to stay the course.
 We see the same issue for general factors. Factors vary 
over time, just like the equity risk premium does. Value goes 
through periods of underperformance for years, like during 
the late 1990s; and momentum had a huge draw down  
during the financial crisis. We have to hold for the long run. 
We have to stay the course. The worst thing an investor new to 
factor investing can do is to pile on after good performance and 
give up after bad performance. Recently, factor risk premiums 
have done well, but the bad times will come. That’s the reason 
there are factor risk premiums; they are a long-term reward 
for the possibility for suffering losses in the short term.

Andrew Ang
author

Which Factor Premiums Work Best: 
how to best use factors in portfolio 
construction  

As keynote speaker, Geert Rouwhenhorst, Robert B. 
and Candice J. Haas Professor at the Yale School of 

Management and Deputy Director for International Financial 
Center at Yale, lead a session on commodities and inflation, 
putting both into perspective for long-term investors. During 
the conference we asked Professor Rouwhenhorst about the 
historical correlations between inflation and commodities, 
how to invest in commodities and where they fit in a portfolio.

ovEr two cEnturiEs, how closEly havE 

commoditiEs FollowEd inFlation?

There has been a 60% correlation between annual changes of 
commodity prices and inflation over 200 years, from 1800 to 
2011. There is virtually no correlation between inflation and 
stocks and bonds.
 The 200-year survey is about commodity spot prices, and 
we have seen similar results from futures prices between 1959 
and 2014.

what’s in thE BaskEt oF commoditiEs?

It’s an equal-weighted index and it has more than 100 
commodities. Over two centuries, of course, the mix has 
changed—whale oil has fallen out of demand, for example. An 
equally weighted index is a better tracker of inflation than 
individual commodities are. At the same time, the correlation 
between individual commodities has typically been around 
10%, so an index is a diversifier.

how do you invEst in commoditiEs: FuturEs  

or producErs?

It’s impractical for retail investors to invest in physical 
commodities. They don’t necessarily want to own them – they 
would have to pay storage costs, for example—so the futures 
market is the most accessible way.
 With companies, you don’t just have the risk premium 
for commodity price volatility, especially when producers 
hedge the price risk. You also have the business premium 
—the risk associated with the individual company. So there 
can be a disconnect between the price of the commodity and 
the value of the company. They both merit consideration in a 
diversified portfolio.

 But over the past 10 years, commodities have produced 
a risk premium of about 5.25% over the risk-free rate of 
T-bills. This is similar to the equity risk premium that people 
associate with investing in stocks. But, like the equity risk 
premium, this will vary over time.
 Some commentators worry that, as institutional investors 
turn to commodities through the futures markets, they are 
artificially inflating prices.
 Investor interest in commodities has certainly grown over 
the past decade. At the same time markets have expanded. If you 
look at the composition of the open interest in futures markets 
—that seems to have has remained relatively stable. So markets 
have grown proportionally. It is not the case that the markets 
have been flooded by speculators as some people have argued.

how would you put commoditiEs in a portFolio?

Asset allocation is complex and dependent on a number of 
assumptions about risk and return. It also really depends on 
the investor’s preference. Futures provide a form of inflation 
exposure. Some investors may want inflation exposure to 
hedge against inflation. Over shorter time frames, stocks and 
bonds are pretty poor inflation hedges—they are negatively 
correlated with inflation. An equally weighted commodity 
index, however, is significantly correlated with inflation.

the Best inFlation hedge:  
why commodities are still an 

important tool for investors 

Geert Rouwhenhorst
professor

KEYNOtE sPEAKER
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Pensions at risk:
for plan sponsors, the risks 

go beyond conventional 
financial factors 

Pension plans today face risks that go well beyond the 
scope of traditional asset management. The political 

environment—as retirement confronts many Canadians— 
looms large, in ways that are positive as well as negative. During 
the conference, a panel of veteran plan sponsors addressed 
questions and issues on how drastically the playing field has 
changed when it comes to managing the risks to pension plans. 
 “People don’t think we’re nerds anymore,” says Derek 
Dobson, CEO and plan manager of the CAAT Pension Plan. 
“The relevance of retirement savings is now higher in the 
news cycles,” which means more political scrutiny. But even 
for plan members, there are acute expectations.
 “Even the thought that we’re looking at something (i.e., 
early retirement rules) sends shivers down people’s backs,” he 
adds, making transparency and engagement with plan 
members imperative.
 Conventional financial risks still matter and Dobson 
enumerates the chief ones: equity market risk, interest-rate 
risk, and inflation risk.
 However, the flavours of those risks have changed, says 
John Zhang, senior manager, quantitative investment risk, 
CPPIB. Before 2007, the focus was on market risk; after, credit 
risk, liquidity risk and operational risk saw light of day and now 
it’s not good enough to have a risk measure that is backward-
looking. It has to be forward-looking as well. Hence the rise of 
stress testing in the enterprise risk management framework.
 While inflation is always a risk, Dobson points out just 
how much wage inflation can upset plan projections. And the 

pyramid of compensation is changing, at least among his 
members. New hires have a higher age of entry—which means 
their end benefit is more expensive to provide. And, as 
colleges shift from full-time to part-time hires, the 
contribution base is eroded. 
 More than that, the low-inflation environment—apart 
from creating pressure on the solvency side as liabilities 
balloon out—may have an enduring impact, says Hugh 
O’Reilly, CEO of OPTrust.
 “As discount rates are going inexorably downward,” 
O’Reilly notes, “the way that the actuarial profession has 
modelled their discount rate is a bit of black box. The discount 
rates that the black box produces have not gone down as 
quickly. There is certainly stickiness on the way down.” O’Reilly 
expects that stickiness to repeat as interest rates normalize.
 With governments strapped for cash since the financial 
crisis, and contribution rates flat, pension plans are 
increasingly in an invidious spotlight, becoming cost centres. 
 “Politicians are not experts in pensions and there’s a lot 
of misinformation out there.  Pension plans need to be 
proactive in presenting our side of the story in order for there 
to be a balanced view,” says Jim Keohane, CEO of HOOPP, 
“We need to be actually proactive with politicans. Pensions 
are not their expertise.”
 But perhaps the ultimate risk is what Dobson calls “the 
value vacuum: “if our members—stakeholders—don’t 
understand that the value of what we’re providing is higher 
than the cost, then there’s no point going through with it.”

PANEl dIsCussION

bY sCOt blYthE

If you’re looking to invest in global real estate, where should 
you look?

 Maybe not here. According to Investment Property 
Databank (IPD) data, “Canada really stands out in a global 
context, in terms of cyclical valuations being at an all-time 
high,” said Liz Troni, global property strategist, Aberdeen 
Asset Management.
 Data from 1997 to 2008 show a strong correlation 
between total returns and market pricing. In other words, 
overpriced markets consistently underperform, she 
explained. That’s why she advises looking at undervalued or 
less-valued markets instead.
 Using a global property short-term indicator to see how 
capital values should be performing in the next six to 12 
months, Troni noted North American markets are still 
holding up, but there’s likely to be a slowdown. Canada is 
already experiencing a softening in investor sentiment and a 
weakening economic environment. In contrast, Europe is 
picking up quite considerably. “We’re seeing plusses in these 
markets for the first time,” she noted.
 Right now, it is important for investors to focus on 
fundamental value analysis—meaning, what do current 
market prices look like compared to where market valuations 
are expected to be in the long term. In that context, Europe 
again stands out, Troni added. European real estate appears 
fairly valued, supporting an overweight position. She views 
Europe as a good choice for near-term risk management. 

thEmEs For thE FuturE

Since “real estate isn’t a market that moves quickly,” Troni 
believes in the importance of investing based on themes for 
the longer term. 
 “Themes allow investors to actively manage risk and 
ensure that capital is actively deployed against investments 
that reflect their convictions,” she explained.
 Looking out to 2030, some factors to consider include 
“winning city” populations (i.e., those with strong population 
and economic growth, as well as a large, highly educated 
labour force) and industrial technology (e.g., robots, 3D 
printing). Both factors can have a significant impact on 
certain types of real estate strategies.
 When investing in “winning cities” such as London and 
Sydney, “investors have typically favoured offices, but 
unfortunately, they have been an underperforming sector in 
the long run,” said Troni. 

 Looking at the theme of industrial technology, “tech is 
unquestionably a U.S.-led industry,” she explained. Other regions 
of the world are absorbing and responding to technological 
advancement at different paces, suggesting diversification 
potential for global investors.  “Technology is disruptive. There 
will be winners and there will be losers,” she noted. 
 Ultimately, themes “help bridge the micro and the macro, 
and they’re an alternative to the relative benchmark 
framework,” Troni added.

10 top winning citiEs

PortFolio diversiFication and risk:   
canada on the global stage

AbERdEEN AssEt MANAgEMENt

Liz Troni
global property strategist
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More pension funds are looking at enterprise risk, but 
when you’re invested in alternatives, it’s harder to 

incorporate these assets into your analysis, explained Frances 
Barney, head of global risk solutions consulting—Americas, 
with BNY Mellon.
 Tools to gauge enterprise risk include stress testing, 
sensitivity analysis, value at risk (VAR) and exposures. “VAR 
got a lot of bad press a while ago because it was blamed for the 
financial crisis,” Barney explained, adding VAR can be 
dangerous if used badly.
 Best practices for pension funds are to look at different 
definitions of risk and multiple risk models—and “take every 
conclusion with a grain of salt,” she added.

incorporating altErnativEs

But factoring alternative investments—such as private 
equity, real estate and hedge funds—into enterprise risk 
analysis is a challenge. 
 Unlike traditional assets, alternatives don’t have daily 
price movements and offer little liquidity. And you might 
have to make a lot of assumptions due to insufficient data, 
noted Barney.
 Lack of transparency from hedge fund managers can be 
an issue. “In practice, they often won’t give permission to an 
investor to see the underlying holdings…it’s not really enough 
to do the kind of ex-ante risk analysis that will lead to 
meaningful results,” Barney explained, adding, “Use the best 
available detail where you can get it.”

Think the global financial crisis was a one-off? Think again. 
Such crashes are more common than you might imagine. 

 “The history of markets is pockmarked by crashes,” said 
Seth Weingram, senior vice-president and strategist with 
Acadian Asset Management.
 While the recent financial crisis, Black Monday and the 
Great Depression may be top of mind for most, there’s 
evidence of debt crises dating back to ancient Mesopotamia, 
he explained. “While we may not want to admit it, crashes are 
actually pretty frequent.”
 And no matter how hard we try—and despite the 
significant impact of crashes on cumulative equity returns—
we’re just not very good at preventing them.

how to managE crash risk

“As an equity owner, you already own crash risk,” said 
Weingram. So it’s critical to figure out how much you really 
want in your portfolio and how to manage it.
 Typical approaches fall into three categories, he explained. 

standard oPerating Procedure – Essentially, this 
means using conventional methods of portfolio diversification 
but not explicitly managing crash risk. “The majority of asset 
owners fall into this category,” said Weingram.

asset selection – Some investors explicitly choose holdings, 
such as low volatility strategies or safe havens like treasuries, 
to limit the severity of loss in an acute market decline. 

hedging – This strategy involves overlaying an instrument—
an out-of-money put, for example—over the portfolio that  
is specifically designed to offset losses in certain holdings.

thE cost oF crash protEction

If crash risk is so important, why aren’t more asset owners 
actively managing it? Cost is one reason.
 “Crash hedges tend to look expensive,” Weingram 
explained. Complexity and capacity are also challenges.
 But innovative tools are now available to investors such 
as options on non-equity ETFs, volatility trading instruments 
and dedicated tail hedging strategies.  These offer “greater 
ability to customize exposure and greater flexibility in how 
hedges are financed and funded,” he added. 

 The data on alternatives that’s available to investors comes 
at different levels: top level (i.e., line item proxy of the market 
index representing the best match with the investment); 
mid-level (e.g., exposure summaries by region/country, sector/
industry, etc.) or, ideally, detailed holdings. It’s best to get the 
detailed holdings, said Barney. Although managers might not 
be willing to disclose them to investors, they often will make 
holdings available to a risk provider with non-disclosure 
agreements. In that case, the risk provider may be able to share 
calculated exposure information with the investor.
 It’s also important to understand that having different 
levels of data (e.g., exposures versus actual holdings) can lead 
to the appearance of different exposures—and, therefore, to a 
potentially different conclusion about the overall risk of the 
portfolio, she added.
 To get a clearer picture of enterprise risk, Barney advises 
investors to understand the impact of proxies on risk 
management analysis, do risk analysis both with and without 
illiquid assets, and recognize that there are investment 
structures—e.g., dedicated managed accounts—that offer 
more transparency and control.
 And investors shouldn’t be afraid to ask for more data to 
improve the risk analysis. The best time to do it is when you’re 
first making an allocation to a new alternative manager, since 
that’s when you have the most leverage, Barney explained. 
“You do have the power. Use your power.”

 The baseline assumption for investors should be that 
reducing crash risk means giving up some returns. But 
Weingram added that there are active approaches, such as 
managed volatility strategies, that may help improve the 
risk-return trade-off. 
 He advised investors to carefully explore the 
opportunities for risk mitigation, and to be skeptical of 
simplistic solutions. 
 “Despite the analytical challenges that crash risk 
assessment presents, consciously consider and moderate your 
exposure,” Weingram advised. 
 In short, understanding and managing crash risk may  
be a difficult task for investors, but it’s not something they 
should ignore. 

a BriEF history oF u.s. markEt crashEs

getting under the hood: 
alternatives and enterprise 

risk analysis  

are You readY For the next Big crash? 
it’s possible to manage market crash risk 
– and investors should do more of it   

bNY MEllON 

Frances Barney
head of global risk solutions  
consulting – americas

ACAdIAN AssEt MANAgEMENt 

Seth Weingram 
senior vice-president, strategist

risk management and alternatives:  

5 things to consider 

1 Use best available detail in estimating risk and exposures

2 Understand impact of proxies on risk management analysis

3  Use investor leverage at time of investment to push for 
increased transparency

4 Consider risk analysis with and without illiquid assets

5  Consider investment structures to enable desired  
transparency and asset control

s&p composite stock price index: real price, 1871 – 2014
source: robert shiller online data, yale school of management 
for illustrative purposes only.
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Real assets—which range from listed securities, to direct real 
estate and infrastructure, to timberland and farmland—

can be a valuable tool in the pension investor’s tool kit. 
 But positioning an allocation to a real asset isn’t the same 
as allocating to stocks or bonds, noted Emmanuel Matte, 
senior managing director, global head of investment solutions, 
Manulife Asset Management. “First, publicly available indices 
on some of those assets classes may not be investable and 
could mislead the asset allocation process. In addition, 
correlations are not stable in the real asset world.”
 Typical investors choose real assets for two reasons, he 
explained: to reduce risk or to enhance yield. On the risk side, 
real assets provide an interesting source of stable income 
which could be of help in interest hedging strategies: for 
example, in an LDI context.  Real assets also provide 
interesting inflation hedging characteristics.  
 Finally, in this prolonged low interest rate environment, 
“everybody’s looking for some sort of fixed income 
substitute…and clearly, real assets are a very appealing asset 
class to add,” said Matte.
 Some consultants suggest buying direct real assets such as 
real estate instead of bonds—which makes sense, since “real 
estate can easily be seen as a long equity, long bond-like 
exposure,” he noted. The challenge lies with the allocation 
model. “If you start looking at correlations among real assets, 
you can get all sorts of results, as they may not be representative 
of the actual investment that will be made,” Matte said.
 And even the definition of risk might need an overhaul, he 
suggested. Traditionally, risk has been associated with 
volatility, “but in the context of real assets, I’m not 100% sure 
this is the best way to quantify the risk investors are actually 
facing,” he noted. For instance, due the nature of private 
placements, it may be more appropriate to separate risk from 
the two sources of return: income and capital gain.
 Matte proposed a different way of looking at risk in the 
allocation decision by understanding that income and capital 
gains have different short- and long-term  return, interest rate 
and inflation sensitivities.

how to allocatE to rEal assEts

When determining how much to allocate to any asset class, 
the typical approach is to model the efficient frontier. But this 
may not work the same way for real assets, Matte cautioned. 
 He also suggests building real assets into your LDI 
strategy. “There’s big interest right now in moving toward new 
sources of alpha within an LDI mandate,” he explained. 
“Many plan sponsors have explored the use of core plus or 
active LDI as a way to enhance the LDI portfolio yield. Real 
assets can play a very interesting role in this case because the 
income component of direct real assets is less impacted by 
rising interest rates, unlike traditional long bonds.
 “In the real asset world, you do have some stable income 
you can use for matching liabilities,” he noted. But if you’re 
not taking this into account in your LDI framework, “you may 
be understating how much hedging you really have,” he added.

realitY check:  
what are real assets for when it 

comes to portfolio construction?  

MANulIFE AssEt MANAgEMENt 

Emmanuel Matte
senior managing director, global 

head of investment solutions

After the 2008 financial crisis, investors might feel there 
are no safe havens left. However, in order to identify 

safe haven currencies, investors need to know the difference 
between statistical safe havens and valuation-based safe 
havens, explained Michael Lewis, vice-president, currency 
and absolute return, with CIBC Asset Management.
 A statistical safe haven is a good place to start, he said. 
Looking at the correlation between the currency returns 
(versus the Canadian dollar) and local equities, the Japanese 
and U.S. currencies are statistical safe havens. The premise of 
looking at correlations is as simple as “a safe haven is as a safe 
haven does,” Lewis advised.
 However, pre- and post-crisis data show that while 
some currencies remained as statistical safe havens (e.g., 
the Swiss franc and the South African rand), others changed 
significantly (e.g., the U.S dollar and the Euro). 
 So, while statistical relationships can be a starting point 
to identify safe havens, currency movements do not always 
play out as expected in practice, he explained. That’s why 
some investors are moving toward valuation-based safe 
havens, considering valuation and other factors to help 
predict returns. “If you have a currency that’s undervalued—
or at least not overvalued—it is more likely to be safe.” 

how to valuE currEncy

So how can you know if your “safe haven” is truly safe? There 
are two useful models for currency valuation, said Lewis: 

Purchasing PoWer ParitY: the law of one price, which 
assumes the cost is the same regardless of location; and 

Balassa samuelson model: this model adjusts the cost 
based on a country’s productivity. 

Since the U.S. dollar is particularly important to Canadian 
investors, careful consideration is required. While “most 
studies would show very clearly that the U.S. dollar is a safe 
haven, circumstances can change over time,” he argued. For 
this reason, Lewis advises partly hedging exposure to the U.S. 
currency, or taking an active approach to hedging.

 When implementing a currency strategy, investors 
can go passive, active constrained or purely active 
(unconstrained). For those without a lot of resources to 
successfully manage a dynamic strategy, passive is a good 
option, said Lewis. Active constrained and purely active 
strategies typically involve higher management fees and 
transaction costs, but the profits may offset some of the 
negative cash flows related to hedging, he noted. 
 Furthermore, there’s a case to be made for a purely 
active approach, he added. “There is an argument that 
currency is a very strong, potentially diversifying source 
of alpha. As investors increase their exposure outside of 
Canada, an active approach to currency management can 
play a meaningful role to help improve the return to risk of 
their return seeking portfolio.”

CIbC AssEt MANAgEMENt 

Michael Lewis
vice-president, currency  

and absolute return

Where have all the saFe  
havens gone? managing currency risk 
in a zero interest rate world 

There is an argument that currency is a  
very strong, potentially diversifying source  

of alpha. As investors increase their 
exposure outside of Canada, an active 

approach to currency management can play 
a meaningful role to help improve the return 

to risk of their return seeking portfolio.

There’s big interest right now  
in moving toward new sources of  
alpha within an LDI mandate.
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Behavioural finance helps explain how investor biases 
impact investment decisions, and it applies to real 

estate just as well as other asset classes, noted Neil Cable, 
head of European real estate, Fidelity Investments (Pyramis 
Global Advisors). 
 Typical investor biases include hindsight (making 
decisions based on what’s happened in the past), 
overconfidence and framing. Framing, in particular, has a 
major impact. “It really matters how we frame our decisions 
in the first place, said Cable. “And, quite often, they’re so 
intuitive that we don’t actually question them.”

Focus on propErtiEs, not sEctors

Real estate investors often concentrate on sectors, 
geographies and growth when assessing where to invest. But 
it’s actually the individual performance of properties that 
tends to deliver outperformance, said Cable.
 With Western markets, roughly 70% of long-term returns 
tends to come from income, while Asian markets are the other 
way around, he explained.
 “Everyone keeps chasing capital growth,” Cable noted. 
“And that’s the volatile and unpredictable element.”
 For example, comparing GDP growth of Ontario with 
Toronto office returns between 2005 and 2015, investors 
could have achieved an average return of about 9% if they’d 
invested in the latter during that period.
 “The problem is, your chances of actually getting that 
average return are close to zero,” he said, since you actually 
have to buy the right buildings. 
 That’s why, instead of looking at particular sectors and 
geographies, real estate investors should instead be thinking 
about individual assets and how those risks and returns work 
together in a portfolio. “Your chances of buying a good 
building in a bad market—or a bad building in a good market—
are very, very high,” Cable added. “Geography or sectors are 
therefore much poorer tools for assessing risk or return than 
we previously thought.”

prEdictaBlE incomE

When investing in real estate, pension funds need predictable 
cash flows and confidence in the returns they’ll be getting. 
One way to achieve this is with Monte Carlo simulations—
using scenario modeling to predict risk-adjusted cash flow. 

 The goal, Cable said, is to give fund managers as much 
freedom as they can to find the best properties while also 
objectively understanding and capturing the risks. 
 Where should real estate investors start? “You should 
define your risk appetite first, and then match that with the 
label (e.g., core, core plus, opportunistic),” Cable advised. 
 He also believes investors should demand much more 
from their managers in terms of data transparency, to get the 
full picture. 

it’s not just aBout location 

Differences in returns per city and year 

BeYond Borders and sectors:  
real estate investors need to look 

for growth in the right places 

Low-volatility stocks have been all the rage recently, but is 
that interest justified? R. Dino Davis, investment officer 

and institutional portfolio manager at MFS Investment 
Management, thinks so.
 The challenge for pension investors is first 
understanding and then predicting volatility. “Predicting 
volatility is tough,” said Davis. “If you were investing 10 years 
ago, there were very different sectors that were high-vol 
versus low-vol within the U.S.” 
 Sector—and even regional—volatility rotates over time, 
he explained. “That’s kind of normal. We have volatility; it 
moves around.” When comparing the VIX to the actual 30-
day annualized S&P volatility, the VIX has underestimated 
market shocks, he added. 
 Since it’s so difficult to predict volatility, investors should 
focus on reacting to it as it moves through sectors, regions and 
industries, Davis suggested.

high-vol vErsus low-vol

High-volatility stocks share certain common behavioural, 
structural and fundamental characteristics, noted Davis.
  Looking at data from the largest 1,000 stocks in the U.S. 
from January 1979 to December 2014, low-volatility stocks 
have hurt during up markets. 
 However, when it comes to high-vol stocks, “in the long 
run, they disappoint,” Dino said. “They definitely disappoint 
in down markets.”
 Returns can also vary significantly depending on where 
we are in the market cycle, he added, noting higher volatility 
stocks approach premium levels toward the end of a bull 
market and then “perform abysmally as the market corrects.” 
In contrast, low-volatility stocks have, on average, a 4% better 
return on equity.
 “Stocks that display higher volatility are positioned  
for lower and less sustainable operating margins over time,” 
he added. 
 It’s a similar story with earnings estimates. “Higher 
volatility stocks are more representative of speculative 
growth stocks,” Dino said. 

 In fact, higher volatility U.S. stocks had 10% more 
dispersion in analysts’ forecasts. That figure jumps to 30% 
outside of the U.S. In other words, higher volatility stocks 
come with higher growth expectations, but “the consensus is 
not only weaker but more variable,” he explained. They also 
experienced more trading pressure and had higher levels of 
short interest.
 When you consider all of these factors, “there might 
be a case that there’s something about high-vol that hurts,” 
Dino added.

pErsistEncE oF volatility in thE u.s.

does loW volatilitY investing Work? 
how high-volatility realities are driving 
the low vol trend   

MFs INVEstMENt MANAgEMENt 

R. Dino Davis 
investment officer and  

institutional portfolio manager

FIdElItY INVEstMENts  
(PYRAMIs glObAl AdVIsORs) 

Neil Cable
head of european real estate

sources: factset. data as of 31 december 2014.
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loWest sPread  
oF returns / Year 

largest sPread  
oF returns / Year

Berlin 1,649 bp / 2010 4,900 bp / 2007

Paris 1,955 bp / 2012 4,383 bp / 2006

stockholm 1,822 bp / 2014 4,563 bp / 2006

citY oF london 2,864 bp / 2012 6,925 bp / 2014

toronto 2,694 bp / 2008 4,070 bp / 2007

sPEAKERsPEAKER
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Small plans may feel out of the loop when it comes to risk 
management, assuming they don’t have the resources to do 

it properly. But “increasing asset size isn’t necessarily related to 
improved risk management practices,” said Tom Lappalainen, 
director, strategic advice, Russell Investments Canada.
 There is often a misunderstanding as to what true risk 
management is, he explained. In many circumstances, a 
peer relative focus, improperly applied concepts of risk and 
inadequate assessment of actual contributions to portfolio 
risk lead to ineffective decision making.  The combination 
of peer group comparisons and behaviour-driven risk 
management decision-making can lead to “making exactly the 
wrong decision at exactly the wrong time.” 
 Best practices in risk management from larger plans 
include governance, alignment with enterprise risk, and 
having an ongoing total portfolio and risk management 
process. “The risk in a pension plan has to be reflective of the 
risk the enterprise can bear,” he said.
 Larger plans do have some advantages, including access 
to diversifying asset classes (e.g., alternatives), diversification 
within asset classes and the ability to manage risk across a 
more complex portfolio. “The challenge arises if a smaller 
plan looks at these things and says, ‘There isn’t anything they 
can do at their scale’,” Lappalainen added.

risk managEmEnt, small-plan stylE

When deciding how to approach risk, Lappalainen identified 
some fundamental questions that smaller plans need to 
address to move forward on risk management:

1  Do you have the necessary expertise to make the required 
decisions?

2  How well defined are your roles, responsibilities and 
accountabilities?

3  Do your resources match your investment ambitions? 

4  How effective is your oversight?

Smaller plans need to approach risk in a more focused 
and comprehensive manner, said Lappalainen, looking at 
enterprise risk management, incorporating surplus volatility, 
and using risk stress testing and scenario analysis.

 Best practices for smaller plans include risk monitoring 
(know what you own); risk hedging strategy (know where you 
want to go); risk hedging execution (know how to get there); 
and risk reporting (know how you did). However, “there isn’t 
a single risk management solution to fit all smaller plans; each 
plan has different circumstances to determine which risks are 
most important to them,” Lappalainen added.
 For a smaller plan that needs to revisit its risk 
management practices, he advises identifying the level of 
risk the enterprise can manage in dollar terms, knowing the 
risks to which the plan is exposed, identifying impediments 
to managing each of those risks, and reviewing how well their 
strategic partnerships help them actually manage risk.
 “In doing this, risk should become something that is 
defined and managed more effectively,” stressed Lappalainen.
 Smaller plans do have a choice when it comes to improving 
risk management. The only real challenge, he concluded, is 
whether they elect to explore a different approach.

risk managEmEnt BEst practicEs

RussEll INVEstMENts 

Tom Lappalainen
director, strategic advice

When size matters: 
risk management for 
smaller plans    

Investors rely on forecasting to help them make investment 
decisions. But “many of the metrics that investors use to 

predict returns have been shown to have very poor predictive 
powers,” said Remi Ajewole, multi-asset fund manager with 
Schroders.
 She argued that it’s challenging to use valuations as a signal 
for short-term returns. “It’s an opinion, not a fact…you’re prone 
to forecast error,” she noted. Also, the distribution of short-
term versus long-term returns varies over time.
 “What we have to do is take a step back and revisit the 
fundamental case for investing…the risk/return tradeoff,” 
Ajewole said. But this is difficult since, of course, one can’t 
know in advance what the risks are going to be.
 “The reality is that when you invest in riskier assets, you 
expect to earn a higher return. But you’re exposing yourself to a 
wider range of return outcomes,” she explained.

rEthinking portFolio construction

Does this mean investors are wrong to try to forecast a single 
return estimate? “There are a variety of outcomes, so why 
should we limit ourselves to just one?” Ajewole asked.
 If we agree it’s difficult to forecast returns, then we 
really need to think about risk tolerance when constructing 
portfolios, she said. For example, if you’re willing to accept 
more risk, are you also willing to expose your portfolio to 
higher levels of forecasting error? 
 “It’s about considering how confident you are in your 
ability to forecast returns,” Ajewole explained. If you don’t 
want the risk of forecasting error, you might want to consider 
techniques that aren’t so sensitive to it, she suggested. 
 What’s the alternative? Rather than trying to determine 
what the actual returns will be, Ajewole proposes focusing on 
whether they will be positive, negative or neutral. “If you focus 
on direction, the odds are in your favour.”
 Instead of trying to gauge expected returns, she suggests 
using asset class ranks (1 being most favoured, 4 being least 
favoured). Then, use your portfolio construction tool to 
maximize these ranks and make your portfolio construction 
more scientific.
  “It allows you to move away from relying on a point 
estimate,” she explained. “It releases you from being so 
sensitive to forecast error.”

 Ajewole also advises stress testing—determining how much 
your plan can stand to lose—and dividing the portfolio into two 
blocks: core assets (the “good” portfolio) and hedges (the “bad” 
portfolio). Then optimize both blocks.
 “We need to think in terms of multi-dimensional space,” 
she added. “And when you think that way, it opens up the 
universe for you.”

Future imPerFect:  
the pitfalls of forecasting returns

What we have to do is take a step back  
and revisit the fundamental case  

for investing...the risk/return tradeoff, 
…The reality is that when you invest in 

riskier assets, you expect to earn a higher 
return. But you’re exposing yourself  

to a wider range of return outcomes.
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multi-asset fund manager
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How can pension plans avoid the volatility of market 
events such as 2008? Invest like an insurer, advised 

Heather Wolfe, managing director, client relationships, and 
Steve Morris, managing director, liability-driven investments, 
Sun Life Financial.
 Morris outlined the three golden rules of the life 
insurance investing model:

1  Don’t make calls on interest rates.

2  Take carefully curated credit risk.

3  Harvest illiquidity premiums.

managE intErEst ratE risk

To effectively mitigate interest rate risk, “liability-driven 
investing (LDI) is core to our business,” said Morris. 
This means aligning assets to liabilities and monitoring 
movements daily.
 Insurers view interest rates as an “unrewarded risk,” he 
explained, meaning that more risk is not expected to generate 
more returns. “The objective is to create a portfolio that aligns 
the assets and liabilities, and trade up into credit assets that 
can increase your yield.”

invEst in invEstmEnt-gradE crEdit assEts

Doing this well requires a dedicated credit research team. 
“The ability to know when to get out of credit is really a strong 
feature,” Morris added. 

BEnEFit From illiquidity 
Investing in private fixed income offers “superior yield with 
lower risk,” said Morris. 
 Private assets provide both diversification and returns. 
“It’s a good risk-adjusted asset class,” he noted. But to make 
good investments in this area, you need specialists across a 
range of disciplines—credit analysts, lawyers, engineers, etc.—
to make sure you know what you’re investing in, Morris added.

how pEnsion plans can lEvEragE insurErs’ 

goldEn rulEs

For pension funds, managing volatility is key, said Wolfe. She 
offered three tips on how investing like an insurer can help:

1  Don’t forecast interest rates. Instead, pension funds should 
increase their allocation to fixed income, align the duration of 
fixed income assets to the duration of liabilities, and align key 
rate durations to protect against non-parallel shifts.

2  Use credit spread assets for better matching. This means 
increasing the allocation to credit spread assets to match 
accounting or solvency liabilities.

3  Enhance yields using private assets. This reduces the 
portfolio’s overall risk, due to its diversification benefits, and 
also increases yield. “It’s kind of like having your cake and 
eating it too,” said Wolfe.

What’s more, you don’t have to increase your fixed income 
allocation to take advantage of insurers’ risk management 
strategies, she added. You can make your current fixed 
income portfolio work harder by increasing your allocation to 
corporate bonds, adding private asset classes like private fixed 
income and commercial mortgages.

Want to sleeP at night?
investing like an insurer puts plan 
sponsors’ minds at ease    

suN lIFE FINANCIAl

Heather Wolfe
managing director,  
client relationships

suN lIFE FINANCIAl

Steve Morris
managing director,  

liability-driven investments

Global macro investors determine the long-term 
fundamental value of stocks, bonds and currencies, 

according to Renato Staub, senior risk capital analyst, 
dynamic allocation strategies, William Blair. “By ‘long-term’ 
we are looking 10 to 30 years into the future.  But, how does 
that help you invest your portfolio today?” he asked.  
 Staub explained that investors are very sensitive to the 
swings in the prices of markets and currencies on a short-
term basis. However, plan sponsors also have benefits to pay 
and spending targets to meet in a one- to seven-year 
timeframe that can’t wait for a portfolio to move toward the 
10- to 30-year trend line of fundamental valuation.  
 To illustrate his point, Staub used the “WABAC” machine 
invented by Mr. Peabody in the Rocky and Bullwinkle 
cartoons from the 1960s. The machine allows Mr. Peabody’s 
boy, Sherman, to travel back in time to meet Cleopatra, 
Napoleon, King Arthur and others.  However, once they 
arrived in the past, they found they could not interact with the 
people and events.  So, Mr. Peabody adjusted the WABAC 
Machine to make it into a “should-have-been” machine.  
 As Staub explained, this a “distortion effect” that makes 
events anachronistic and causes people to act out of character, 
thus making it perfectly relevant to Mr. Peabody’s boy Sherman 
to have fun and productive interactions with the past.

thE distortion EFFEct 

Staub’s most recent research is like the WABAC machine 
because it places risk and return expectations into a multi-
layer covariance matrix, which Staub calls the “equilibrium 
(long-term) matrix.” “To make it relevant for today’s 
portfolios, we add a ‘distortion effect’ using macro themes 
resulting in an outlook (short-term) matrix,” he explained.  
The outlook matrix is used to look for current price 
discrepancies in stocks, bonds and currencies that may move 
toward fundamental value in the near term.  
 However, while a matrix approach is robust, it cannot 
change easily with recent events, Staub explained. “Therefore, 
we use a bevy of current macro themes like ‘commodity super 
cycle’ or ‘European growth’ to distort the equilibrium matrix 
and make it relevant as an outlook matrix.
 In this case, the themes are the drivers of the distortion.  
The themes are represented as portfolios with betas that can 
be scaled down for intensity and direction depending on 
current events, concluded Staub. 

WIllIAM blAIR   

Renato Staub
senior risk capital analyst, 

dynamic allocation strategies

Building a Better matrix:  
why a distortion effect is  

a better way to capture risk 
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Global macro investors determine the 
long-term fundamental value of stocks, 
bonds and currencies…By “long-term” 

we are looking 10 to 30 years into  
the future. But, how does that help you 

invest your portfolio today?
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This year’s conference provided an 
opportunity for Canada’s top plan 
sponsors to network, and discuss issues  
in the risk management space.
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